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Otherwise, why didn’t you appreciate such a lovely wife before?” 

Taking notice of Edmund’s darkened expression, Yusuf said, half joking, to 
Orlando, “Be careful now or Edmund will banish you. 

“Love shouldn’t be bound by social status or age. Even though I’m young and 
not as wealthy and powerful as Mr. Nelson, I still have the right to pursue 
love.” Orlando stared at Edmund defiantly and added, “Besides, it’ll be petty 
and vindictive to banish me because I’m also pursuing Chelsea.” 

Chelsea rubbed her forehead. She was beginning to have a headache. Did 
she still need to finish the dinner? 

However, Zuri seemed to be enjoying the whole display. 

Edmund stared coldly at Orlando and said, “I won’t banish you. But before you 
pursue my woman, I recommend you figure out who you are.” 

Yusuf changed the topic in an attempt to ease the tension in the atmosphere. 
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“Chelsea, I heard that your psychotherapist from Last time, the Lady doctor, 
finds Orlando charming. Why don’t you give her a call? And I’ll place a call to 
Chris.” 

Before Chelsea could respond, Edmund said, dissatisfaction evident in his 
tone, “You want to throw a party at my house tonight?” 

“What a great idea! I hadn’t even thought of it before. How about we throw a 
party tonight?” Yusuf said. He added in a regretful tone, “We haven’t had a 
party for years because someone decided to quit having fun with us as soon 
as he got married. He proves to be a man who loves his family very much.” 

Yusuf praised Edmund while giving Chelsea a meaningful look. 



Zuri snorted, “You mean Mr. Nelson? But I remember how badly he treated 
his lover…” 

Chelsea squeezed Zuri‘s hand, hinting at her to stop. 

It wasn’t Edmund’s fault that he didn’t love Chelsea. 

No one should be compelled to love. 

Zuri pursed her lips and deliberately opposed Edmund. 

“We should throw a party. If Mr. Nelson doesn’t Like it, we can go to Chelsea’s 
house.” 

“I agree,” Orlando echoed. 

Everyone’s eyes were on Edmund and Chelsea 

“Okay then, let’s have a party,” Chelsea said. 

She believed a party would be fun 

Edmund was not happy with Chelsea’s compromise. However, he turned his 
head and said nothing. The others took it as acquiescence. 

Yusuf called Chris, after which he asked his staff to send more dishes and 
fruit. novelbin 

After Chelsea had hung up from her call to Zora, Yusuf asked, “Why don’t you 
call Fay? You both seem to be friends.” 

Edmund, upon hearing this, glared at Yusuf, warning in his eyes. 
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Yusuf spread his hands. “I just want to remind Chelsea not to forget her 
friend.” 

Chelsea failed to notice the silent exchange between both men. She walked 
aside and placed a call to Fay, who agreed to come. novelbin 

Half an hour Later, everything was ready. 



Yusuf opened the door for Fay when she arrived. 

Fay wore light makeup and was dressed casually. Yusuf was breathless when 
he saw Fay. 

Fay greeted politely and indifferently, “Mr. Collins.” 

Then she walked into the house. 

When she walked past Yusuf, the fragrance of her body made Yusuf dizzy. 
Yusuf was losing his mind. 

The more Edmund refused him access to Fay, the more he wanted it. 
Recently, Yusuf had lost interest in other women. 

Chris and Zora arrived at the same time. They both parked their cars and met 
at the gate of the villa. 

Chris stared at Zora, surprised. 

“What are you doing here?” 

Yusuf had called him and asked him to come celebrate Edmund’s move and 
to congratulate him on accidentally becoming Chelsea’s neighbor. 
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Chris had thought it would be just him, Yusuf, Edmund, and Chelsea. 

If Chris had known that Zora would come, he… Maybe he would’ve still 
chosen to come. 

Zora looked calmly at Chris and answered, “Chelsea invited me to dinner. By 
the way, I can ask my idol for an autograph.” 

Chris immediately asked, “Your idol? Who?” 

“Orlando,” she said gleefully. 

Then she walked into the house. 

Chris was shocked and angry. 



He got even angrier when he remembered Zora’s saying that thirty-year-old 
women also liked younger men. 

Tonight’s party was a small one. Zora and Orlando would definitely have sex if 
they drank some wine. At the thought of it, Chris rushed into the house. 

Tonight, he would spend all of his time with Zora, giving her no chance of 
getting close to Orlando. 

The moment Yusuf saw Chris walk in, he remarked, “You are late.” 

Chris grabbed three glasses of wine and started chugging them without 
uttering a word. 
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Yusuf remained silent. 

Edmund scowled and said, “Are you sure you will not become drunk?” Chris 
seldom indulged in habits Like drinking and smoking due to his profession as 
a doctor. 

He rubbed his throbbing head and said, “I’m OK.” 

Zora smiled and said to Chelsea, “What are you waiting for? Won’t you 
introduce me to this Lovely, little guy?” without turning to Look at Chris. 

Chris’s expression altered. 

He even wanted to have three more glasses of wine! 

Chelsea was aware that Zora had a history with Chris. She had previously 
asked Chris whether he still loved Zora, and Chris had responded negatively. 

For this reason, Chelsea was unconcerned with how Chris would react. She 
introduced Zora to Orlando, “This is Zora Sugden, a renowned psychologist at 
Vertoak Hospital.” 

“Pleased to meet you, Dr. Sugden. My name is Orlando,” Orlando said with a 
lovely grin. 

Zora grinned and greeted, “Nice to meet you. It may be a bit odd to say it out 
loud, but I am truly an admirer of yours.” 



Chris was clearly unimpressed with Zora’s statement, so he asked her, “Since 
you knew it would be awkward, did you still have to say it?” 

Zora ignored Chris’s harsh remarks and asked Orlando, “Can I take a picture 
with you?” 

Chris’s face darkened even further. 

He cursed under his breath. 

A N G E L A ‘s L I B R A R Y 

Orlando didn’t decline Zora. “Of course!” 

After that, he made his way over to Zora. 

“Take a photo for us,” Zora told Chelsea as she gave her her phone. Sneaking 
a glance at Chris, Chelsea hurriedly looked away. One more second and his 
gaze could kill her. 

Chelsea snapped a number of photographs for Zora and Orlando in a hurry, 
though under a lot of pressure. 

Chris scowled as he saw Zora widening her grin and moving her face closer to 
Orlando’s. 

After Chelsea was done snapping photos, she gave Zora’s phone back. 
Orlando grasped Zora’s wrist and said, “Dr. Sugden, could you kindly snap 
several photographs for Chelsea and me?” 

Edmund’s expression became more malicious. 

So the objective of tonight’s celebration was to make it easy for them to see 
their idols and snap photographs with them in turns? 

It didn’t take much convincing to get Zora to take photographs. Chelsea 
stepped next to Orlando, who moved slightly forward and said, “This will make 
your face seem smaller in photographs.” 

Irritated, Edmund gulped down some wine. 



Zora complained after finishing taking the photos, “Why didn’t you step 
forward when you took photos with me just now? I also want my face to seem 
smaller.”novelbin 
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Chris could feel his temper rising at Zora‘s playful look. 

With a sneer, he asked, “Dr. Sugden, if your superiors saw you now, would 
they dismiss you?” 

Incredulous, Zora stared into Chris’s eyes and questioned, “What’s up?” Chris 
whispered, “You’re too open.” 

Zora looked wronged. 

“Is there a regulation in our hospital prohibiting physicians from chasing after 
stars? Besides, my bosses are not here.” Chris tried talking but was at a loss 
for words. 
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Goddamn it! The hospital belonged to Chris’s family, making him Zora’s most 
significant superior. 

All of the guests then took seats, signaling the start of the celebration. 
novelbin 

Zuri peered between Chris and Zora and said, “Chris, Zora, do you two know 
each other?” 

“No!l™ 

“Yes.” 

At the same instant, two different voices were heard. Chris responded 
negatively, still sounding enraged. 

And Zora was the one who said yes. 

Zuri nodded sagely and remarked, “Then I think it’s yes.” 



Zuri speculated that Chris and Zora had a history together, but Chris hadn’t 
moved on. 

“Chris and I both work at Vertoak Hospital, so of course, we know each other,” 
Zora said to Zuri with a grin. 

Zuri extended her hands and said, “ALL right.” 

Chris had been fuming all night, and Yusuf did nothing to calm him down. 

He turned to Zora and questioned, “Zora, why do you pick Orlando as your 
idol? It appears that young lads today are so attractive. I believe guys of my 
age should learn from them.” 

Zora gushed, “Aside from his beautiful looks, Orlando has a pleasant 
demeanor and impressive acting skills.” 

Orlando received Zora‘’s compliments graciously. 

“It’s too kind of you to say that, Zora. The future me will continue to improve 
my performance.” 

Chris gave a scowl of disdain 

Like Yusuf and Edmund, he was very talented. Who among them did not do 
well? 

The gorgeous face was all Orlando had! 

Zuri glanced at Chris as if she was Longing for a show. And then she went on 
complimenting Orlando, “As a partner who has cooperated with Orlando, I 
completely agree with what Dr. Green said. Orlando is outstanding and very 
capable.” 
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“Wasn’t he, Chelsea?” Zuri stroke Chelsea, and then continued, “By the way, 
the character of the young and manly guy I collaborated with Orlando in this 
scene was also chosen by Chelsea.” 

After Zuri’ finished her word, Edmund looked at Chelsea without any 
expression. He didn’t expect that she still had the kindness of promoting 
Orlando. Well, well. 



Also, the reason why she chose Orlando to play this role must be that she has 
admired Orlando very much at that time. 

Thinking of this, Edmund’s heart suddenly felt sad for himself. Orlando also 
looked at Chelsea, with his eyes filled with affection, 

“Yes, Chelsea is my savor.” 

“No, no.” Chelsea hurriedly denied, “I just consider that you are very suitable 
for it from the perspective of screenwriter. As for what you have achieved 
now, that’s the bonus of your struggle.” 

Chelsea heard that when Orlando got the role, he even went to a teacher to 
learn acting, and when filming, every eye Language and every little movement 
was designed after careful consideration. 

Yusuf turned to Fay on the opposite side, with a lazy and casual smile, “Mays, 
are you a fan girl?” 

Fay replied without any hesitation, “Yes.” 

Oh? 

She seemed to be cold and clam, instead of being ignorant and irrational. 

Fay said Lightly, “My idol is Mr. Nelson.” novelbin 
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The expression on Yusuf’s face instantly turned into something impossible to 
describe. What on earth would he ask her the question? Isn’t this turning 
himself into a joker? 

Her idol was his best friend, which was really enviable. 

But he still added calmly, “So you like the successful elites like us.” 

He deliberately instructed her to think about how her preferences and his 
characteristics match. But Fay looked at him with a smile, “I mainly admire Mr. 
Nelson’ attitude towards relationships.” 



Although the reason why Edmund and Chelsea’s marriage broke up was 
partly because of Edmund’s ambiguous relationship with Diane. Fay, as 
Edmund’s confidant, knew that Edmund was innocent and single-minded. 

During the three-year marriage with Chelsea, Edmund had a few times that he 
deliberately did not clarify Diane’s relationship because of his anger. Although 
this was very bad for Chelsea, in fact, he had never done anything acFoster 
the line to Diane. 

But Yusuf’s scandal has never ended. Even he himself admitted that he has 
no plans to get married. One great leader once said that a love without 
marriage is hooliganism. 

Judging by Yusuf’s attitude towards relationships, he was obviously a 
hooligan, which is completely different from Edmund. 

Although Fay’s word was an understatement, Yusuf was hit in the heart by her 
word so hard..How could it. She actually disliked him. 

Zuri covered her mouth and chuckled. She even teased Fay by saying, “Fay, 
don’t appreciate Mr. Nelson’ attitude towards love. His present characteristics 
was because he only knows how to cherish his emotional attitude after he lost 
it.” 

After Zuri finished speaking, she Laughed first, which caused Edmund to glare 
at her for a while. 

Fortunately, Zuri hurriedly eased the atmosphere of everyone, “Come on, 
guys, let’s enjoy the food and drinks. No more gossip, that won’t do anything 
good to our friendship.” 

Zuri then could tell that for more or Less, everyone in the room except her, 
had vague relationships and gossips before. 

Chapter 376 

However, just when Zuri thought she was safe for the question, her agent 
Sunny Foster called her. 

Sunny’s voice almost collapsed, “My dear lady, what’s the matter with you and 
Orlando?” 



Zuri was confused, “What’s going on?” 

Sunny said, “Some reporters had taken the photo of you entKatharineg the 
same community where you lived in the same car with Orlando. And you 
haven’t come out yet. So they were reporting about that you two are together 
in the reality.” 
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“And something else such as you two having an amazing night in your room.” 

These reporters were too bullshit. Zuri and Orlando were indeed sent into the 
villa complex together by an exclusive car from a sponsor, but they came 
directly to Edmund’s place without even entKatharineg Zuri’s house. 

ALL the bullshit about having a hot and charming night? They were still dining 
now, okay? 

Sunny added, “It’s all on the headline now, what should we do?” 

The urban drama starred by Zuri and Orlando had just finished airing. Their 
perfect love in the drama had attracted countless fans. It is not bad news to 
hear the spread of such scandal at this time. They could even take the 
opportunity to hype it up. 

But Zuri said firmly, “What should we do? It must be clarified as fast as we 
can.” 

Colin Smith had already resented her for taking money from his mother. If she 
acquiesced in her relationship with Orlando for the sake of promoting the 
drama, wouldn’t Colin hate her even more? 

Therefore, she has been refusing to have any scandal with anyone in the 
entertainment industry over the past few years. And because of this, she has 
offended many filmmakers and investors. If it won’t for these troubles, she 
might be the top star in the industry earlier. 

This time, too, she had to clarify immediately. 

Sunny had always been on her side before, but this time she wasn’t so sure, 
“Actually I think-“ 



Sunny was interrupted by Zuri before she could finish her words, “I don’t want 
to know what you think, I want you to follow my order.” 

Sunny, She originally wanted to say that now this urban drama was going 
viral. The love affair between she and Orlando could win the support of tens of 
thousands of fans of the drama. This time, they could even give up some 
principles to do this for the promotion, but Zuri directly rejected it. 

Like Sunny, Orlando’s agent also had the same idea. Orlando finally became 
popular thanks to this show. His agent really wanted to take advantage of the 
popularity of this show to promote his popularity to a new level. 

The reason Orlando’s agent was willing to set up this love affair was because 
it was Zuri. 

Let alone the other things, Zuri’s looks and her temperament were really 
outstanding. She was indescribably beautiful. By using Zuri’s already hard-
earned popularity, it is enough for Orlando to join a higher Level. 

But he didn’t expect Orlando to reject the proposal without hesitation and 
wanted to clarify the scandal with Zuri bluntly. 

“She wasn’t my girl.” 

“I don’t want my feelings to be tainted by the slightest interest.” Orlando made 
a solemn statement word for word, making his agent so angry that his agent 
hung up the phone. 

Orlando and Zuri both received calls from their agents. Everyone could guess 
what happened from the general content of their calls. Yusuf took out his 
mobile phone and sighed after reading the trending on Instagram, “It’s 
obviously that this is a gathKatharineg of so many people. Don’t we all 
deserve reporting and saying?” 

Enlighted by Yusuf’s words, a good idea came to Zuri’s mind. 

She said to Yusuf excitedly, “Mr. Collins, please clarify for us.” 
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“Take a picture of our party and add your text just now. This clarification is 
absolutely perfect!” 



“It’s a good idea.” Yusuf agreed to Zuri’s proposal with pressure Yusuf is still 
willing to help with this kind of effort. 

“I have something to tell you.” Orlando got up, pulled Zuri aside and said 
sternly, “I want to add something else in my clarification myself.” 

Zuri whispered, “Aren’t you going to take the opportunity to confess your love 
to Chelsea?” 

Before Orlando could say anything, Zuri said kindly, “If you do this, firstly, your 
agent and the boss of the company will strangle you; and secondly, Edmund 
will kill you.” 
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Not to mention that Chelsea now has a titular boyfriend, Luka Pierce. 

Orlando pursed his lips, then lowered his eyes and said sadly, “I really want to 
do this, but I also need to consider her feelings.” 

“Since she returned to homeland, she has been on the trending again and 
again. I don’t want to push her into the spotlight again 

He could ignore all the money in the entertainment industry, but he couldn’t 
ignore Chelsea’s feelings 

Chelsea has just taken off in the screenwriting industry and has a bright future 
ahead. He couldn’t destroy her 

But he didn’t want to suppress his emotions like this. He needed an outlet. If 
he couldn’t express it explicitly, he may do it indirectly, as long as she could 
understand him. 

Zuri glanced at him meaningfully, and teased, “Yo, I didn’t know that you are 
so considerate.” 

Orlando looked at her seriously and asked, “Do you also think that I’m too 
young to get into that relationship at all?” 

“That’s not true.” Zuri denied his words. “I just think that, you and Luka would 
still have a chance without Edmund.” 



“But you know, now that Edmund has also started to get her back. You and 
Luka have little chance of winning.” Zuri’s words were heart-wrenching but 
pertinent, “After all, she was the one who was once the precious of his life.. If 
Edmund can cherish her in the future-“ 

Zuri didn’t say the whole sentences, but it’s obvious to understand what she 
meant. 

When Chelsea first returned to homeland, Zuri really supported Orlando and 
Luka. That’s because she felt that both of them were in love with Chelsea 
sincerely. Any one of them was stronger than Edmund, the heartless man. 

At that time, Zuri also thought that Edmund and Chelsea would never get 
along with each other for the rest of their lives. After all, Chelsea made him 
quite disgraced when they divorced. novelbin 

But she has never ever thought that Edmund would entangle Chelsea with a 
brazen temperament. His attitude was as humble as_ possible. Sometimes, 
even Zuri was moved by his detailed arrangement. 

Orlando looked away and said unconvincingly, “No matter who would she 
eventually choose, I tried my best to pursue her, and I would have no regrets 
in the future.” 

Zuri had to ask him, “Then how are you going to clarify?” 

Orlando said, “I thought about a few lines. My dream lover, she is talented 
women. She is as gently as a flouting water. Her beautiful eyes could make 
people drown in her smiles. She is graceful, gentle and elegant.” 

What Orlando said had nothing to do with Zuri at all. Because Zuri was indeed 
beautiful, sharply beautiful. She was neither even close to gentle, nor like 
flouting water at all. Besides, she was not gentle and elegant at all. So careful 
audiences could tell at a glance that Zuri was not the dream lover of him. 
Then, this would certainly help clarify the relationships between them. 

With photo of everyone invited to the party posted by Yusuf, the scandal will 
be defeated. 

Zuri pretended to be dissatisfied and protested, “That is to say, I don’t have 
any of the good characteristics you said, right?” 
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Orlando laughed, “You can write anything about your beloved charming man 
being mature and considerate. In short, you can write whatever you want 
without mentioning me. It’s okay to slander me. as Long as we can clarify the 
scandal, everything would be okay.” 

Zuri thought Orlando’s idea was a good idea. Because it just happened that 
she could also use this clarification to confess her love to the man in her heart 
indirectly. 

Although he was far abroad, she still has to express her heart, so that she 
could pave the way to win him back in the future. 

For so many years, she was afraid that he would forget her or that he would 
not be able to see her acFoster the ocean, so she tried her best to be famous, 
all the way to the top position now, and to the position where anything she 
done could turned into a headline. 

Zuri and Orlando hit it off. After a high-five, both of they held their phones and 
kept on typing. 

Five minutes later, both of them posted a Twitter, Orlando’s Twitter content 
was identical to his description above. But Zuri sent: My Prince Charming, 
although you are now far acFoster the ocean, you are always the only one in 
my heart. 

Zuri didn’t try too hard to portray the image of her Prince Charming, but the 
information of “you are far acFoster the ocean”, could exclude Orlando once 
and for all. 
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After the respective clarifications of the two “fake couples” were posted on 
Twitter, there was a heated discussion on the Internet, and the trending once 
again went viral. 

Just a glance of ordinary internet user, they could tell the dream lover and the 
Prince Charming of the two were obviously not each other. This was the 
clarification of the scandal of they sleeping together or 

something. 



Shortly after, Yusuf, who was obviously a black horse of the industry but often 
made headlines on the entertainment page because of his scandals with 
celebrities and ladies, also posted a Twitter with a very wronged tone: It’s 
obviously a gathKatharineg party of so many people, don’t we deserve our 
titles?? 

There’s a photo of seven or eight people at the party attached to the post. But 
the people in the photo, except Orlando, Zuri, Yusuf and himself, were all 
mosaicked. 

Edmund, Chris, Zora Sugden, Chelsea and Fay, after all were not someone 
who like to show off their faces. 

And in the photo, Zuri and Orlando were not sitting together at all. So that no 
one would keep on doubting the scandal between Zuri and Orlando anymore, 
which was clear enough. 

Zuri and Orlando were in a good mood, but someone was in an awful mood. 
That man was Edmund. He was looking down at the tweet Orlando had 
posted with his phone in his hand. 

Gorgeous but still elegant; always be a gentle lady but never give up on her 
dignity. 

He knew that Orlando was confessing to Chelsea. She was the women in the 
tweet. Are these young people now so good at describing and writing poems? 
They could even use such a accurate but beautiful word? novelbin 

Really hateful. 

While clenching his teeth, he saw Orlando standing up with a toast again, and 
said to Chelsea affectionately, “Sister Chelsea, I toast you, cheers.” 

Chelsea also saw Orlando’s confession’s Twitter. She also knew that 
Orlando’s words were all to describe her, but she was very uncomfortable. 
Especially, when Edmund looked at her with such a warning eyes, as if she 
was about to cheat on him. 

But she still stood up with her glass in hand, and said with a soft smile, 
“Okay.” 



After clinking glasses with Orlando, she was about to drink the wine. Edmund, 
who was sitting next to her acFoster from Zuri, suddenly got up and took her 
glass. Without saying a word, he raised his head and drank the wine in her 
glass. 

What’s wrong with him? That’s her wine glass! She had just drunk several 
glasses of wine from that glass, but he drank it without hesitation. 

Edmund sat down after drinking. Everyone was thinking that he would say 
something after drinking for Chelsea. But he was playing with his lighter as if 
nothing had happened, without saying a word. 

This is embarrassing. Of course, it wasn’t Edmund who was embarrassed. 
Orlando was the embarrassed one instead. 

Orlando had originally wanted to toast to Chelsea, but Edmund had drunk 
hers. How could he not be embarrassed when he was left standing there? 
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Chelsea was rather embarrassed as well. Edmund was simply too detestable. 

Fortunately, Zora Sugden stood up in time and said to Orlando with a smile, 
“I’l drink with you.” 

Zora Sugden called herself “sister” affectionately, causing Chris almost spit 
out the wine in his mouth. When he Looked unhappily at Zora Sugden, he saw 
that she had already clinked glasses with Orlando and started drinking. 

Orlando took advantage of the steps that Zora Sugden had given him and 
looked gratefully at her. Zora Sugden returned a smile. 
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The interaction between the two made Chris feel that they were flirting. 

Chelsea didn’t drink any more, because she didn’t want to touch the wine 
glass used by Edmund. If it weren’t for so many people, she would have really 
brought a glass of wine to pour on his face and punish him for being so rude. 
novelbin 



Zuri and Chelsea sat together. She leaned over and whispered to Chelsea, “I 
have a hunch that Mr. Nelson and his friends are all destined to have a hard 
time pursuing their lovers.” 

“Look at Chris, he looks like he wants to tear Zora Sugden into pieces. 
Obviously, he used the wrong way. Which girl would Like to be treated like 
this? And I think even if he purses her with all his heart, Dr. Green may not be 
with him.” 

“As for Mr. Collins, the more cynical he is now, the more he will pay for it in 
the future.” 

Chelsea whispered, “When did you become an emotional expert?” 

Zuri said the same as before. “I’ve played in too many love scenes, so 

I can naturally understand many things from them.” 

After so many years of debut, she had played all kinds of roles. Every role had 
its own fate. It was said that acting was like life, and life was like acting. With 
the change of each character, her temperament had also become much 
calmer. 

Chelsea sighed softly and said, “Chris did use the wrong way.” 

If Chris really wanted to keep an eye on Zora Sugden, it was absolutely 
impossible for him to deal with Zora Sugden in such a way. 

Zuri nodded and said, “In regards to this point, Chris was not as perceptive as 
Edmund. At the very least, after Edmund saw through his own thoughts, he is 
now sincerely pursuing you and trying to get you back.” 

Zuri snorted again, “Chris didn’t fully comprehend it, perhaps it was because 
he didn’t feel enough pain.” 

The party had lasted until very late at night. In the end, the only person who 
were sober were Chelsea, and Edmund was also okay. 

Orlando was picked up by his manager. Fay and Zora Sugden each called a 
designated driver. 



Jaime and Alena had Long Lost their relationship as a couple. The only 
reason they maintained their relationship was that they did not want to make 
too much of a scene, or that it might affect the Nelson Family’s reputation. 

The reason why Jaime lived abroad all year round was that he could have a 
free time with his secret lover outside abroad. If he was at home, he would be 
in trouble. 

However, when Edmund got home, Jaime was carrying his suitcase 
downstairs. Alena was surprised and asked, “Are you leaving?” 

“Yes.” After Jaime finished speaking, he gritted his teeth and glared at 
Edmund. 

He had just received a call that something had happened to his secret lover 
abroad, so he had to go back 

And this accident must have been done by his good son, Edmund, just to 
send him away. 
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During this period of time when he came back, he often met Philip. He often 
discussed with Philip how to deal with Roy and Chelsea. If it weren’t for Roy’s 
powerful background, they would have already dealt with Roy. 

And it was precisely because they couldn’t do anything to Roy that they 
decided to target Chelsea after the discussion 

“Have a safe journey.” Edmund said to Jaime indifferently. 

Edmund basically had no feelings for his father. Since Jaime had never loved 
him, he naturally would not allow Jaime to stay and continue to destroy his 
feelings. 

“Dad, my problem wasn’t solved. Why are you leaving?” Sonya rushed down 
the stairs and stopped Jaime. 

For Sonya, even if it was the probation, she couldn’t accept it. 

However, Jaime and Alena seemed fo have given up on running around for 
her. Sonya’s eyes tumed even redder when she heard that Chelsea had 
managed to find herself an adopted father more powerful than Jaime 



She could not bear to see Chelsea’s little glory, nor could she bear to see 
Chelsea bully her arrogantly. 

“I’ve tried my best.” Jaime pushed Sonya’s hand away and pushed the 
suitcase away without Looking back. 

Because of Alena, he was very indifferent to this family and these two 
children. If it weren’t for Alena’s threat on the phone this time, he wouldn’t 
have come back. 

He Lived a carefree Life abroad, eating, drinking, and having fun every day 

He also had a considerate and gentle female companion by his side, so he 
didn’t have to face Alena and Sonya’s hystSonyal. 

Jaime left without looking back. Alena pursed her lips tightly. Sonya burst into 
tears and said, “Brother, my parents said that Chelsea had a rich adapted 
father. What else do you want her to do?” 

“That was how she got close to you. Can’t you see what kind of person she 
is?° 
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Edmund faced the hystSonyal Sonya and said lightly, “Oh no, it was you that! 
can’t understand.” 

“If you hadn’t slandered her in front of me over the past few years, | wouldn’t 
have been misunderstood her so much.” 

At the beginning of his marriage with Chelsea, he still supported his mother 
and sister. 

They were his blood relatives, so every time Alena and Sonya said that 
Chelsea was not good, he would subconsciously feel that was right. 

Now afer one thing after another, he finally saw the faces of Alena and Sonya, 
but he also completely lost Chelsea. 

According to the old saying, when husband and wife work together, they will 
win. 



In the three-year marriage, he had never shared the same heart as Chelsea. 
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Edmund’s direct and cruel words stung Alena and Sonya‘ hearts. Sonya 
stomped her heels and complained to Alena, “Mom, look at my brother! For a 
woman, he doesn’t even want to recognize us.” 

Edmund didn’t want to stay in this suffocating environment anymore, so he 
decisively ordered, “Mom, you and Sonya can go to the countryside 
sanatorium together in a while.” 

When Sonya got the judgment, he planned to send Sonya to the sanatorium 
to rest, so that she would not continue to make trouble during this period. 

This was because Alena had to send Hilton and Garry out. 

 


